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Administration Sets Goal
ofIncreasing Minority 'FacuIty
Macollvie Jean-FraD~ois
News Editor

counted separately from whites for
CUNY statistical purposes. That
1)1eans approximately 71.2 percent
of the faculty is white and 67.1 perIn 1990. the Middle States
Accreditation Committee visited
cent are male.
Baruch to determine its eligibility
Although the percentage of minorfor accreditation. The visitors scoldity faculty almost doubled, that
ed' Baruch for its then-apparent low
number is still low for adecade. Not
representation of minorities on the
everyone is satisfied with the
faculty and in the administration. __
recruitment results.
Ten years later, the College's
To recruit faculty, the appropriate
administrators are still attempting to
recruit faculty., members. from' department must undergo certain
guidelines that describes the process
diverse backgrounds.
in detail. Included in those stepsare
In response to the lack in faculty
"widespread notification or' adverdiversity, the .College'.s mission in
tisement for the vacant, position to
hiring faculty members became to
achieve a diverse applicant pool.
"recruit, employ. retain, promote
careful screer.ing of all applications
and
tenu-re
qualified
and interviewing those most qualiemployees...without regard to age,
fied for the position. and thorough
sex. sexual orientation. religion.
documentation of the search."
race. color, national or ethnic origin.
For example, in compliance with
disability. veteran or mar-ital status."
CUNY Board of Trustees Statement
As a result, the faces of Baruch's
on Academic Personnel Practices,
faculty have slowly changed. The
hiring a full-time facultymember
Institutional Self-Studv Draft.
must take at least one year and must
released in Nov. 1999. reports that
be on a national scale so that" all
"the percentage of minority faculty
interested applicants may have
more than doubled from 6 percent
ample time to apply, the search
in 1989-1990 to 14 percent in 1996committee might have enough time
1997."
to review the applications, interThe most recent faculty demoview the candidates and choose the
graphics are as follows: 32.9 percent women. 22.'2 percent blacks,' most ,qualified candidate for 'the
position. '
Hispanics
and
Asian/Pacific
Islanders and 6.6 percent ItalianAmericans. Italian-Americans are
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CUNYChancello,r Goldstein Makes Pitch
For More Full-Time Faculty Appointments
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor
Funding for more CUNY fulltime faculty appointments was the
topic of the day at a special session of
the State Legislature Wednesday
when CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein
formally called upon
assemblymembers to show their
support for what he called the university system's "key budget priorities."
Speaking in Albany in front of the
assembly's Finance and Ways and
Means
Committees,
Goldstein
explained the critical relationship
between full-time faculty. teacher
education and campus facilities with
the quality of a CUNY education,
while attempting to justify the $28.2
million increase in funding set aside
in the 20PO-200 1 state budget for
CUNY senior colleges.
A total of $1.012 billion in state
moneys is currently allocated in the
budget for the university for the
upcoming year.
....The proposed budget provides
important stability, new support and
a context -for -improvemeat at· .a
University very much in need of sustenance." said Goldstein. "We appre-

',#J:': '
The New York State Asse'!!bly in session in Albany.

importance of what he called "a flagciate the support in the executive
ship environment strategy" within
budget."
CUNY consisting of high-visibility
Of particular concern to Goldstein
programs sprinkled throughout the
has been a drop in the number of fulluniversity system designed to captime CUNY faculty of 20% since
ture both the interest of students and
1980. and he expanded upon the need
the national academic spotlight •
for CUNY to create a "strong, critical
cluster hiring of renowned faculty in
mass" of full-time faculty in order to
reduce the dependency on adjunct :; specific target areas and funding to
faculty, ensure quality leadership in
make CUNY more attractive to the
top doctoral students in the nation.
university academic disciplines and
promote confidence.inCUN Y. from.
. FUf.1djlJ.8 .f()r.. this. environments
included
in the current statebudget,
national accrediting bodies.
Goldstein also emphasized the

USG Proposes Change in Fee Structure From DaylEvening to Full-TimelPart-Time
student services," said Garibaldi.
Assuming the proposal gets on the ballot. it will
If the proposed student activity fees are voted in.
be up to the, students to decide whether this plan
the new fees for full-time students will be $65.85
will go into effect.
"I'm going to vote not to have, it," said
and $36.85 for part-time students.
The Undergraduate Student Government has
At an informal meeting between student repreMuravitsky, perhaps revealing an idea of
proposed to restructure the student activity fees
sentatives and USG representatives. issues were
how evening session students will decide on the
for all undergraduate students. USG's goal is to
eliminate the' differences between day and
raised regarding the fee increase for evening sesproposal.
sion students.
Aylman encourages students to look at the posievening session students' fees by charging them
'·1 agree with the fee structure but ... now the
tive aspects of the restructuring plan. "Were
based on full-time or part-time status.
evening fee has dramatically risen," said' Upper going to have more money to play with here,"
Although day session students will be happy to
Senator Sunil Madray, one ofUSG's few evening said Aylman. "We 're going to generate an extra
find out that they might be paying $4.15 less,
representatives.
$200,000 in totality across the board. which
evening session students may not 'be too happy
"Are they crazy?!" asked Valerie Muravitsky, an
potentially means more programming and opporwith the idea of paying $30.00 more.
evening session junior, after being informed of' - tunities for people to get involved in."
As of this semester. day full-time, day part-time,
the 'possible fee hike. '·1 think it's unfair because
Evening session students who believe that they
evening full-time and evening part-time students
most of my classes begin after four and I do not
will be wrongfully charged the extra $30 will
all pay different fees. Day full-time students pay
the opportunity to vote the referendum
participate
in
clubs."
have
about twice as much as evening full-time stuMuravitsky's concern raises the issue of evening down in the upcoming elections. Day session students, $70.00 and $35.85 respectively. The fee for
students? desire not to pay fees for activities that dents will have the chance to vote affirmatively to
day part-time students is $40.85 and $23.85 for
they do not partake in.
save themselves some money.
evening part-time students.
"There's a misconception that says that evening
According to Aylrnan, in fall 1998. full-time day
"I think we have to do it because now it's an
students are only on campus a few hours a week
students numbered 6,664, part-time day was
undergraduate government, not day and evening,
but there are a lot of day students who are on
1,531, full-time evening was 1,405 and part-time
so it makes a lot of sense to have full-time and
campus
a
few
hours
a
week
as
well,"
said
Carl
evening
was 2;849. In spring 1999, 1,859 day and
part-time [fees]," said USG President Sara
Aylman, director of Student Life. "They pay their evening students voted the newly formed USG
Garibaldi.
fees but they're working, they have family obliginto office. An earlier referendum passed that
In spring 1999, a new student government was
ations
whatever the situationis.
semester had united DSSG and ESSA. As a
elected to office when the student body voted to
"They may' not beoncampus much more than
result, the voting data was not broken down furunify the two separate governments into one that
an evening student is and what this kind of does ther into day and evening voters.
would represent the entire undergraduate bod)'.
"That government was dying a slow death," said
Prior to this election the student government was. is recognize the fact that there are people in that·
kind
of
boat,
and
everybody
pays
the
same
thing
Aylman,
referringto the low numbers of evening
split into the Day Session Student Government
(DSSG) and the Evening' Session Student, based on how many classes you are taking," ~n- session candidates and members necessary to fill
up ESSA.
tinued Aylman. "We don't care what hour the
Assembly (ESSA).
class is."
"I believe all students should take this opportuThe merging of DSSG and ESSA passed with
Before this new plan goes into effect, it first has
nity to vote and express how they feel," said
the condition that the student activity fees would
to get on the ballot for the 2000 student elections Garibaldi. "Whether they agree to pass it or not, I
be restructured to diminish the difference in the
in April. To approve the plan, ~ 0 percent of ftlc;. urge all students to speak up. They should see
amount day and evening students pay and to proCmdergraduate
student population must sign~ftt~ this, however, n~!lust as a decrease in a few dolvlcte-more-servTces to students.
petition that informs them of the proposed fee' .Iars for some and an increase for others, but as-an~"""'-According to Garibaldi, it would be more effi'
'increase in funds for athletics, student clubs, stucient for USQ to. handle one budget instead of changes.
Students have already started collecting signa- dent media and child, care, which are currently
two separate budgets.
tures in order to get the amount required by
programs that are underfunded."
"We have come up with new figures that will
March 9.
Elections are scheduled for Apr. 10.
generate one pool of money and more funds for

By Hubert Reyes
News Editor

In Features:
Free money, One-on-one with
the President...of USG and a
call for help.
see page 7
In Op-Eds:
Club news, Heron on Politics,
see page 11
In Business:
I More online startup Party.Com
fever.
see page 13
In Sports:
Statesmen tied for first
see backpage
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In the Asylum: Chinese New
Year in the Stars, WWF sets up
shop in the center of the World,
the usual cast of Asylum characters, more.
~
see The Asylum
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Baruch College

---....

Free Mone
For Students
on the Web
February 15

Declaration of Candidacy Forms
and Election' Guidelines
Available.

February 25

Referendum Petition
Review Deadline.

February 28

.Acceptance· of Declaration
of Candidacy and·
Nominating Petitions Begins.

March 9

Final Deadline for 'Submission
of Referendum Petitions &
Declaration of Candidacy &
Nominating Petitions.

April 10--13

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE
via COLLEGIATE PRESSWIRE)--Feb. 3,
2000--Today, FreeScholarships.com, a new
Internet venture of MathSoft, Inc. (NASDAQ:MATH) dedicated to helping students
and their families meet the rising cost of an
education,
was
launched.
FreeScho larsh ips.com
(www. freescho larships.com) gives away $10,000 daily, $25,000
monthly, and $50,000 quarterly through
online drawings for anyone to use for school.
In addition to awarding scholarships, the site
also hosts online auctions. chat rooms and
message boards, and is a broad resource for
gathering up-to-the-minute information and
advice on education-related issues.
FreeScholarships.com is a comprehensive
site dedicated to providing families with current information about a student's education from preschool through graduate school.
Visitors can research how to finance an education. how to choose a school or college, chat
with people with similar concerns. or get
advice from guidance counselors on how to'
make an application stand out. Anyone can
win the scholarship awards and apply them
toward tuition. fees, and even school loans for
all levels of education.
"Finding a scholarship for undergraduate
study is extremely difficult. and securing one
for primary school, secondary school, or graduate school can be nearly impossible," said
Bruce G. Hammond. author of "Discounts and
Deals at the Nation's 360 Best Colleges" (St.
- Martin's Press) and an education expert in the
communities
of
iVi llage.corn
(NASDAQ:IVIL). "Moreover. many scholarships are highly specialized, and exclude students who don't fulfill often very strict quali-

.-----c-INTERVIEW· WITH·
THE PRESIDENT
By Franck Mongbe
Contributing Writer

the remaining three years she has left in college. Her motivation has given her the courage
to aid and better the lives of collegians.
Interestingly enough, her father, a diplomat.
was not the force behind her decision to enter
into Baruch political life. Rather, the deciding
.factor was her participation in colJege life during her freshman year. Her m!!!l!l!!!'.'!!!I!I!l!I!I!I!IJ!I!I!!.!!!!!!!I!!!!!I!l!I!I!I!l!!!lS
involvement with such
organizations
as
Day
Session
Student
Government and her work
at the Dean of Student
office were the real push.
AIthough her father was
not the main reason for her
actions, Garibaldi admits
that her parents are her role
models.
Although such a work
ethic and position. at such an early age may be
very beneficial for her future career. it is
unlikely that Garibaldi, a C .I.S major, will take
advantage of it. She plans to change her major
if she finds something more interesting. She
may also enter the work force for a year before
going to graduate school.
A delighted smile appeared on Garibaldi's
face when asked about Vice-President Braulio
Medina'.' SJiejudgeS hiri.... to be an excellentvice
president who is working to unify all CUNY
students.
'In accordance with her philosophy "to take
life day by day", Garibaldi finds time to have a
personal life. Her advice to students is that
"they should really do well academically, join
clubs, enjoy college because it's suppose to be
four years where you are suppose to have the
most fun." "to take life day by day"

Most Baruch students know Sara Garibaldi
as the president of the Undergraduate Student
Government-. But the question remains: who is
Sara" Garibaldi? The beautiful sophomore,
originally from Argentina, has established herself as a capable leader and also as an acceptable student.
Garibaldi has delivered on many of her campaign promises. She got the second floor of the
library to stay open 24/7 during the final exams
week, All the floors of the library stayed open
and extra guards were provide to safeguard the
students.
"There should be more communication in
student government," said Vanessa Witenko, a
running mate in the 1999-2000 presidential
election. Garibaldi assures that communication
within USG has improved. USG members'
efforts to better the communication between
USG and the student body are evident in the
number of fliers its posted, creating a web page
and having open houses topresent and explain
USG. Future outreach projects includes acquiring half of a page of ad space in alternate
Ticker issues.
To help prevent such fatal actions as suicides
by' overwhelmed students, more w0f:Kshops
will be created and there will be a push to
focus on the students that come to school and
go home straight afterwards.
In a recent interview, Garibaldi stated that
being a leader for her was not about power but
more about the difference she can make in students' lives. How is it that this handsome
Argentinean. about five feet six, is contriving
ways to better students' lives when a good portion of students are simply contented with the
existence of a government? It has to do with

fications. The beauty of scholarships won on
FreeScholarships.com is that anyone can win
them for any educational level. Anyone interested in a better education, that is,"
. The past ten years has seen a dramatic
increase in the cost of education, In fact,
according to The College Board. the typical
annual tuition bill at a four-year private college averages $23,651, while tuition at a state
school costs an average $10,909 per year. The
price of a year at a private school could easily
top $30,000, and the costs are only expected
to grow in years to come.
With FreeScholarships.com, winning a
scholarship is as easy as surfing the Net,
according
to
Hammond,
"Free'Scholarships.com can save countless
hours of fruitless searching for students and
parents alike. Historically, scholarship seekers
have had to file dozens of applications with
only a slim chance of receiving a scholarship,
FreeScholarships.com provides a way that is
easy - and saves all those application fees."
. "We plan to give 'awayoverthree million
dollars in this y~ alone to help bridge the
financial gap that exists for the majority of
students and families paying for an education," said Chuck Digate, founder and CEO of
FreeScholarships.com. "Our hope is that
FreeScholarships.com will help families navigate through the financial aid process, and
allow them to expand their educational choices by winning a scholarship." Eligibility for
winning
the
scholarships
on
FreeScholarships.com is open to anyone over
the age of 13. and members of the site can
transfer winnings to children, relatives, or
friends.
b

Club Spotlight

ELECTIONS.

Fellow students, do you have questions or

. ceeding in college. Helpline will even distrib-
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Election Guidelines and
Declaration of Candidacy Forms
-.

Available at:

.

to help students deal with personal problems as
well as academic concerns. Our office helps
students deal with personal problems, includ-

ing health issues, relationship problems or any
davits.
other problem troubling a stu'd
d
dent. We provi e stu ents
00
with
information
about
Baruch as well as referrals to
other outside agencies.
In addition. to peer counsel. h housi
ing, we also provide stu d ents wit
ousmg
d li
resources. At Helpline we keep an update rst
d re ntals We have list
f
rt
t h
o apa men s ares a n .
ings for .all five boroughs as well as .for Long
li .
Island and New Jersey. Our apartment (stings
are updated weekly and we also encourage stu'&'.
dents to list with us if they'tare looking
lor
r-'

pamphlets on varying issues such as nutrition,
depression, sexually transmitted diseases"
stress management and of course tips on sue-

~
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........•..
.
.
.·~.p~i~:~.flew.toTk.CiiyMediC01Schoi;lif:I'lFfscaJ.
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In addition, Helpline partie-

(COLLEGiATE PRESSWIRE)'NEWVO'RK--

ipates in community outreach
programs, For Thanksgiving

February 4,2000-Mount Sinai School of Medicine has

we collect money for needy
fam ilies to orovide them with
Ii
r-'
&'__ ..1•. At Christmas time we
IUUU
sponsor toy drives for underprivileged chilLV
I.
dren. During this semester Helpline is providf
ing workshops for students on the topics 0
rape awareness and physical fitness,
All of our services are strictly confidential,

increased its receipt °hffuNadt~onabl In;8titutes of
Health (NIH) researc
n ing y
percent
since Fiscal Year 1995 -- easily the biggest perrk C'
ed
centage increase among New Yo
ity m S' . h
. ical schools, Since 1995, Mount mal·· as
moved up from 32nd to 23rd place in the
national rankings of medical' schools receiving

A L k at
Helpline

roo;~:;~Psl~~:_:::.!:~.t~S--With__

Suite 1512 I 360 Park Avenue South
212-802-6770

lie services, free of charge. Our notary public
staff are legally empowered to witness and
certify the validity of documents and take affi-

so students, please feel free to come in and
take advantage of all that Helpline has to offer.
We are located in the 360 Park Avenue South
.buildin g .in.roorn
__
h g h Frid fr
9
t 6
So come
~ rou
~ ~y HO~ r a.m. 0 P"~formation
in an d VISIt
e p me, your I

15~8. W.e_ar:.e_o~I1J~1.QJ!4?.x

resource.

NIH funding.
According to the NIH's just-released numbers,
Mount Sinai's impressive expansion continued
. I
with a record percentage increase in FISca
Year _1999, which ended
1999. 1V1ount Smal recelvea $97.7 mi1tlon in
NIH research support, up $18.9 million, or
nearly 24 percent, from Fiscal Year 1998.
"The dramatic rise in NIH awards is a reflec-

tion of

Mou~t Sin~i's dynamic

enhancement
add"
f
of research programs,
e
inon 0 new
research-oriented faculty, and strong perforfi
~ance. by our ,~anY.ddedi~at~dscie;ti~c tei
mvesngators,
sal
rt ur
u ens em,
f M
S"
S h I f
MBBCh, Dean 0
ount mal c 00 0
.
Medicine.
if d hat nati
lini I
We are gran ie t at patient care, c mica
research and scientific investigation continue
to flourish at Mount Sinai, Our current success
th

provides us with a strong platform to take- an
even greater role in the future search for better
D
treatments, prevention
and
cures,"
r.
.
d
RUbenst~i.~ connnue .
'"
__
NIH,
Sinai
$52 mlllion in researctrfundlngfromstate and:": - -..
local sources, private industry and private philanthropy.

~on Septe~~r~~?,.~
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Politics and Stuff
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The voice of the student is slowly getting silenced. In a small move that
seems insignificant, The Ticker has lost valuable time to present to their
fellow students, the news they deserve to know.
One of our editors arrived on a Sunday to begin production oil the
Ticker. A security guard informed our editor that access to the 26th
street building will be denied to everyone between the hours of 6 p.m.
on Saturdays to 6:30 a.m. on Mondays. Apparently, the order came
directly from VP Dan Creange.
A memo from Creange stated that this act was done because of a
leasing agreement with Cushman Wakefield. They are cutting back on
their budget, so they don't want more security tha,n they need. All
"unnecessary" hours have been cut.

By Mark Heron
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What does this mean? Well, besides teachers not being able to get an
extra day to work on lesson plans or correcting tests, The Ticker is
delayed. Without editing, a layout, and various other editorial duties,
The Ticker can not come out every week, and new news becomes old
news rather quickly.

\\esley ~ Ann ~ ~ 1tml, ~ b tta'

Jon Minners
()'berasylum@)higfoot.com

Arts Editor

Kin Ping Koo

Arts Editor

Michael C. Wong,
Hong Kong

(vonez::@~hotmail.com

United We Stand,
Divided We Fall?

Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
ticker_sports@:scsu.baruch.cunJ:edu
Jessica Rubenstein
Advertising Manager
Jessica_ Ticker@hotmail.com

We have been told to work around this problem, but that becomes hard
when you have st~dents busy with a full-time schedule all week, and
who need to use the weekends to get their work done. A paper cannot
be made to look good on six hours of work. In a rush, valuable information is forgotten, the paper looks shoddy, and it comes out late. Also,
since security guards will not let us stay past midnight on weekdays, the
paper comes out even later.
This problem causes people to look past our paper on the Thursday or
Friday it comes out, because the news doesn't matter anymore. We lose
ad revenue, because we're supposed to come out on a Wednesday, and
don 't. Ti~e sensitive. ads are printed after the date they ·are
needed for. Companies refuse to, pay for an ad that is late.

By Que Que
Contributing Thinker
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The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the indjvidual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten 'and signed opinion pieces of-no more than·750·words·'fmm Baruch College,studen.ts. Publication of. OJrEdarticles is contingent ~pon an, ec;:litorial board yote.. ~tters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However,'when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
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The Ticker is a vital part of the school community. For so many years,
we have pushed for change and caused change in our school. Now we
are being relegated to the sidelines. Sunday's school classes at 17 Lex.
and the library are important, but why does your voice have to mean so
~ little. Your complaints will go unheard. Your questions will be unanswered. If this keeps up and more costs need to be cut, we won·t have
time to print a newsletter, let alone an informative newspaper.
The only ~ay we can get our voices back is by complaining and
forcing change. The Ticker has bee'n your voice before you came to the
school, it has been your voice since you have been here, and it needs
some help to be a timely voice for the future generation of Baruch
students.

The Ticker is published weekly, fifteen times
a semester, by The Ticker editorial staff at:
360 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10010,
Room 1522,
the_ticker@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
All work except printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate students, All
typed and signed contributions and letters,
accompanied by a disk, are welcome, and
should be mailed to the above address (or Email address).
Our office is open during regular school
hours. Any display or advertising questions
should be directed to the Advertising
Manager at the above address.

Attorney from CUNY LAW SCHOOL
Emphasi~:~Immigration

.

CHERYL KING, Attorney-At-Law
-_.. -Emphasis-:-Housing-,-Eami~ Consumer, an

Established in 1932
--------

w__ _

For appointment, please visit The Student Life Office, Room 1512, PAS
or call 802-6770
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VodafoneAirToueh~a:Britishbased mobile'
phone operator has suceeedinits three month
battlef~r.ci>fltrol,:~f:-:Mannesmann.·. Ag,
Germanys largestcoll1municationcompany.
On Fiiday"ManneSmann;s sU~rvisqry board
accepted VOdaforie~s.·.takeoverbidTh'eBritish
based comPanY.. ~ql1iredWonesmann. for.
$181.biHioninmock.
.
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Room 750
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payronsrose3s.1;,OOO.inJanuary~·the
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INTERNSHIP FAIR PREPARATION WORKSHOP
151 East 25th Street

5:00-7:00

Room 251
6:00

17 Lexington Avenue, Skylight Lounge
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3:00-5:00

151 East 25th Street

Room 251

February 17

11:00 -5:00
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Conference Ctr.
6:00
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4:30'
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6:00-8:30
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February 28, 2000
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Room 415
s•

17 LexingtOn'Avenue,SkylightLotinge

6:00

Room 306

mature past the early stages of a developing
industry. Time will playa determining factor
for most of these cyberbusinesses, as thet are
yet to have established themselves, and very
few are in a position to make a public offering.
Any Internet search engine can return approximately 100 hits on similar sites, but not all of
these will still be around in the new millennium.
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.

.

'.
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·for...tne BUsiness-SeCtiontOday.......
.
. .
.'.
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.... , '. "':Contact:Bl1Sin~s:Editor"'"
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<.>.. -,
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rentlystandsat 4percenL

as making airline reservations or renting office
By Vanessa Singh
furniture.
Executive Editor
The basic services that allow you to create
invitations, send out invites and view responsA new wave in e-business is trying to make a
es are free. The added time-saving services,
splash in cyberspace with an inventive new
such as invitations delivered via postal mail,
fax or RSVPs by phone, can cost from $9.99 to
approach to promoting and planning events
and parties.
$99.99 per month (depending on the added serSeveral new companies are carving out a
vices). Of course, not all online planners
niche for themselves while catering to a partiecharge for their services.
"Evite.com has launched a chain reaction of
ular audience: those who want to party or plan
a party or event.
social activity," said Josh Silverman, CEO of
The services provided by these companies
Evite.com, in a statement. Unlike the boom of
make the most out of what the Internet has to
new companies that have recently emerged,'
offer by using its tools to perform simple tasks,
Evite.com, a privately held company, has been
such as sending out invitations and keeping around since 1997, giving the company an
track of responses. By using one of these pa~ image of stability. The unique thing about
planning sites, you can quickly organize"Y evite.com is its free servicese. The company is
privately funded and has raised a total $38 milparty or event without much effort.
The homepage for seeUthere.com boasts that
lion, $30 million of which was recently
it is "the one-stop destination for planning acquired in a second round of funding.
great events." According to company, they are
When an invitation is sent out through
an, "online event planning service designed to
Evite.com, the guest receives an e-invitation
help companies and organizations plan more
that is linked to a webpage. The e-invitation
successful events while saving time and
has more visual appeal and uses a template to
money."
give it a customized look.
The site itself is easily navigable and offers
You can pick your graphic from evite's coltime-saving services for party-planners. All of lection or upload one from your own personal
the invited guests for an event receive an estock and add it to your event page. The only
mail which is linked to a generic preformatted downside is that there are a few unsightly
webpage, Here, the guest can read tile invita- '. evite.com logos strategically placedthroughout
tion and a little background information on the the e-mails and webpages.
event. The site features a number of links to
It is difficult to say whether this rising trend
of online event and party planning sites will
other sites that specialize in certain areas, such

Scudent'Act'Mdes & service.. ,
Weekly Cillendsr £d' Event'S,
Course & Tei1Cher EViI/II.lons,
Cilreer..Develo~ . LeH1:er,
Incerl1i1&ionilll ~~s,.

TEAM B8ruch, Helpline,

SCholarships, AchJerics,
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Statesmen Tied ForFlrst and Eye Playoffs!
team's way of sayJng "No, it is free-throws
and turnovers!" This-:1s not the first time that
the team has had more-than twenty turnovers to beat the teams like York or Staten Island, the
Statesmen must limit turnovers and shoot high
percentages from the charity stripe. After all,
NYCT's record is a lowly 5-15, so Baruch
could make some mistakes and get away with
them.
With the trouncing of New York City
Technical by. 19 points. 78-59. the Statesmen
are now 14-8 overall. The Statesmen are now
tied for first place in the north division with
John Jay! The team has two games left, one
against Staten Island and the other against
Brooklyn College. Both games are away.
The CUNY tournament is fast approaching
and the Statesmen are in a very good position
to win it all. Hopefully Verzosa, who injured
his ankle against Hunter, will be in full form
when he returns next week.
What it will boil down to is what team wants
it the most. This year, as was stated last issue,
the winner of the CUNYs cannot be picked
prior to the last game - it really is that much of
a toss-up! Knowing this, the Statesmen must
now be prepared to give it their all.
THE REAL SEASON BEGINS WITH
THE PLAYOFFS!

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor

.

On Monday, the Baruch men's basketball
team celebrated senior night. Prior to the game
against New York City Technical (NYCT), the
Statesmen's seruor guard. Trevor Brookins,
sang the National Anthem. Brookins would
also start in place of Oliver Verzosa who will
be unable to play for at least a week.
According to coach Rankis, the team's guards
pia) ed exceptionally well.
In the first half. the team had 13 assists and
the half time score was 44-22. Something the
coaching staff used very effectivelv was the
half-court trap. The trap was mainly used
v.. hile the starters rested, but it kept NYCT
frazzled and unable to get into a rhythm. The
trap also accounted for most of guard Perry
Tsiloginnis ' career high 15 points.
Fhe ani) really bad aspect of Monday's game
v. as the turnover tally. In the first half. the
Statesmen had nine turnovers and then had 17
In the second half. Yes, the team won convincingly. but this much turnovers is unacceptable
this late in the season. with or without starting
guard 011\ cr Verzosa! Moreover. the bulk of
the turnovers came from tw 0 starters and veterans' Leonard Mitchell and Lou Pento. Last
issue, It \\ as reported that the team's Achilles'
heel was free-throws and perhaps this is the
~

.

.

,

He) ) 0' I hav c a lot to sa) and Iittle space to
sa) It In. so let's get on w ith It
Looks like Joe Fraizer's daughter wants to
become a boxer and kick Muhammad Ali's
daughter's ass. Docs Don King have something to do \\ ith this?
The NIIL held the All-Star game this weekend.
I honestly thought their season w as
almost over How many games do these teams
pia) '?
Nov. that the Super BO\\ I is over. I have come
to the realization that football players are a
bunch of SIssies. Sure, they beat each other up
all ova the field. but the) play 16 games a year
and only more If they make the playoffs. Now,
hockey pia) ers beat each other all the time and
they play like a million games a year. Most
times the) play four games a week, and football players whine. "We need a week off in
between games. Oh, I can't wait till we get that
bye week." Oh, now they need two weeks off
every once in awhile Damn. you suck.
Vince McMahon announced a real football
league called the XFL. These guys w ill not be
sissies. McMahon was quoted as saying that
he does not Ii ke all the rules and 0\ er regu lation that goes on in the NFL. The new league
will not have so many rules. If he ever runs for
office. please do not vote him in. I can see it
now. "This country has too man) rules, let's
get rid of some of them. There aren't no sissies
In my United States."
On a serious note. since McMahon announced
the new football league. reporters took the
opportunity to interview him and try to trap
him into saying that wrestling is a bad influence.
Excuse me! Wait a second. The other day. I
was watching wrestling with my girlfriend, her
ten-year-old brother, and her five year old
nephew. When things got too racy. we changed
the channel They didn't even start watching
the show until we got into the house at 9:20,
twenty minutes after it all ready started. They
know the difference between right and wrong.
They know they are not allowed to watch
shows unless their parents give them permission. Their parents actually taught them that.

\

The Baruch Statesmen crashing the boards after a shot. (PhotolBaruch Press)

Minners' Commentary Corner
By Jon Minn~rs
Arts Editor

-

Those parents work hard all day and still have
time for their kids. Amazing.
You ev er hear the philosophy that if one group
can do It. then so can others. It's like that person w ho gets a 100% on a test and screws up
the curve for every one else
That person
proved that anyone could do It. by doing it
themselves. So did these parents.
What I am getting at is. take responsibility for
kids and stop using scapegoats. People are just
angry that wrestl ing has become successful.
They are lashing out at McMahon because he
IS not a phon)' and doesn't hold back what he
really thinks. That has to be the reason that
people only look at wrestling as this horrible
influence.
Let's look at it from this point of view. In a
choice betw een a wrestler who is shown as
overcoming obstacles. to reach success and
football players who actually stab women and
commit drive-by shootings on a woman, I'd
pick a wrestler as my role model. How about
all those basketball players constantly getting
arrested? What about Darryl Strawberry who
yes, overcame cancer, but also got caught with
drugs and a prostitute? Should he be a role.
model? Maybe we should make a boxer who
bites a piece of someone's ear off. a role model.
See. it seems to me that I haven't seen a
w restler arrested for any brutal crimes like that
at all. Why not boycott or attack all sports?
Why choose wrestling?
You say a wrestler was killed in the ring.
Well, a football player was paralyzed, and the
pitcher who decided to throw a fastball at a
player could have killed him.
Also, I've seen more ass and partial breast
exposure on NYPD Blue than on a WWF
show, and NY PO Blue is constantly getting
Emrny nominations. They show things on
Friends, an 8 p.m. family friendly show that
are sexually suggestive. Why aren't parents
boycotting these shows?
Before you go blaming one group, look at
yourself.
Look at all the other problems
around you. Stop using scapegoats. You can
disagree with me. You can never read my column again, but if you have control over those
choices, maybe you should also take control
over your kids' or sibling's choices as well.

Women's SoftballTeam Has New Coach
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
The w omen's softball team has a new coach:
Penny Weiner.
Weiner was the former
women's basketball coach at Baruch.
There is a meeting this Thursday at 4 P.M. for
all those interested in playing women's softball. The meeting will be on the seventh floor

balcony of the 23rd street building. More
information can be provided by Ralph Sirianni:
(212) 387-1274.
Last year was the first time the team was created, but it was a club team so no "real" games
were played.. This year, all that will change
and Weiner is ready! Come out and be a part
of the newest team at Baruch!

The Baruch Stateswomen getting into their offennse. (PhotolBaruch Press)
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I never really cared when Tupac
died or when B.l.G. was killed. In my
view, they deserved what they got. In
JTlY book, when the things you do lead
to others dying, you deserve the same.
Today, I feel different. I always
liked rap, but mostly the stuff that was
commercial: .Will.-Smith__ rap. Soon,
Pop became too shallow. I turned to
hard rock and rap for a deeper meaning. Will Smith is just as bad as
Bruney Spears. All that type of
music says the same thing. Hove you,
I miss you, why can't you take me
back. Now, rap and hard rock told a
story. They were real. They still are.
I started to listen to Tupac and
B.LO. and learned a little about their
lives; the trouble they had to go
through. In my view, society made
them the way they were. In my book,
they were just a product of their environment. I started to feel bad for
. them, and I still do.
I bought Tupac's new CDs when
they came out after his death. It sickened me to learn that his family had to
fight DEATH ROW to stop the company that caused his death from profiting from his death. It seemed obvious that his family deserved the rights
to his music. They brought Tupac to
life.
Suge Knight's philosophies
killed him.
Now, I bought the new B.I.G. CD,
because it sounded like a cool tribute
idea. Then I looked at some of the
performers who would -be rapping
airing with some old B.LO. lyrics that
had never been released. Some of
these people probably never knew
him. Eminem is a great rapper, but I
doubt that he and Biggie Smalls
rolled phatties together and talked
about bitches. Puff Daddy was trying
to pump his stagnant sales up and by
featuring top stars. and pushing BAD
BOY performers at us, he was sure to
help his .company out. It wasn't a
tribute any more. It was just a quick
way to make a buck. Then I opened
the CD up, and out popped a miniBad Boy merchandise catalog with
clothes and more, inside. Puffy would
sample Biggie coughing from a blunt
and loop it, making it part of the hook
to one of his songs, just to sell copies.
He would.
Seems like nothing is sacred nowadays. The music industry has been
guilty of it for years~ from -Elvis to
John Lennon. It doesn't surprise me
that the practice still goes on.
Television is just as bad. Is it really a
good idea to have a dead person hock
beer or a vacuum cleaner?
What world are we living in where
we need to profit off the dead? . What
does it say about the industry today,
when those alive aren't. good enough
to sell things? The industry has to .disgrace the memory of those that were
true legends in their field.
Tupac and the Notorious B.l.G. died
- -violent deaths.. Ihose deaths .should
be used to educate people going down
the same path. It's nice to know their
deaths been used to sell T-shirts, and
some CDs, instead.
I
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Young . Dragons particularly income this year. However, for Not compatible in love: Monkey and make decisions on impulse.
these born in 1988, will achieve those born in 1929, fortune is not Compatible in business: Rooster, Think before you act, and learn
to respond rather than react. If
good academic results. The main ideal. There will be conflicts and Dog
exception are Dragons born in arguments over money. If you
you're an employee, it's best to
GOAT
fulfill your duties well and avoid
the year 1952 - there'll be a few were born in 1941, be careful of
making risky moves. Those born
ups and downs. You maybe 00- fire or burglaries at home.
ven by emotions and be tempted HEALTH Overwork and high The beginning of the year is not in 1968 will have obstacles in
to have an affair or gamble stress may cause insomnia and great _ but don't be discouraged. business, so you must work hard
unwisely. Think long-term, and heart problems - especially for Keep going _a smooth and stable to achieve your goals. Born in
make wise choices.
male snakes. Eat proper meals fortune lies ahead. Goats born in 1956? Moving or working in
WORK There will be a lot of and exercise more - any exercis- 1967 have the best fortune of all other cities-will bring you sueRABBIT
opportunities for development- es o~ treatments that help to relax the goats this year - it will be a cess.
for the first h~lf of the y~ar -talc~ y~ul"-fTl4nd and ~)' (like ta~.;c_~p~I1i~ul'lII'y_ haQPY year. Male MONEY For those born in 1932,
YOUR FORTUNE wHr-go--fJp
them seriously. It win be in your or' aromatherapy) are of special . Goats may be under a lot work this is a year of good fortune.
and down this year - especially if
best interests to cooperate with benefit to you. Those bon in 1953 and family pressure. ·-Female Investments you made sometime
you were born in 1939. You may
Goats will enjoy a more success- - ago remain stable and profitable,
people in the same trade as you will enjoy a year of good health.
feel restricted, with few opportudo. If you are a young Dragon LOVE and FAMILY Married ful year. If you're an unmarried -- but avoid engaging in risky businities to put your ideas into
born in the year 1988, your snakes have a fairly stable rela- female Goat, this is an exception- ness activities, or you may lose
action. For rabbits born in 1963
teachers will take good care of tionship and ~njoy a close family ally great year for romance _your money. If you were born in 1944,
and 1975, consider your options
you - but try to control your tern." life. And singles may meet their love relationships will be sweet your hard work will tum bad luck
carefully before you make any
per. The help of your classmates partners this year! However, you and affectionate.
to good - but be careful of spendmoves. Your luck will improve in
will be invaluable - ifyou get it, should remain calm generous - WORK An increased in work- ing more than you have.
the second half of the year and
you will really shine this year.
especially since there will be, load and heavy responsibilities HEA~TH Little Monkeys born in
you will do really well. Rabbits
MONEY A much-better year than ~ompetitors in the ·game - or the may increase the pressure on you the year 1992 may encounter
should take things one step at a
last year, Wage-earners born in romance will not work out.
and make you nervous _ especial- health problems. Generally, montime this year. Beware of friends
1964 may get promoted. Those Compatible love partners .: ly if you're male. But married keys are highly emotional and
with ulterior motives who may
born in 1952 should avoid gam- Rooster, Dog, Ox
female Goats working overseas will catch minor illnesses easily.
deceive and hurt you. There may
will have good career prospects. Extra vitamin dosage will keep
bling and risky investments. If Not compatible in love: Pig .
be arguments within the family.
be difficulties the germs at bay. Those born in
you were born in 1940, beware of Compatible in business: Rooster There will
WORK There may be bitterness
burglaries.
throughout the year, but noting 1944 may sutTer from vexation
in the beginning, but sweetness
HORSE
that hard work and perseverance and nervousness. Keep an open
HEALTH Not too bad a year, in
will soon follow. For rabbits born .
terms of health - especially ifyou
cannot overcome. Be patient and mind - don't let stress wear you
in 1975, a promotion may be in
store. Those who are keen to ven- were born in 1964. Dragons suf- Good fortune is yours this lucky success will be yours at the right down. If you were born in 1932,.
ture out on a new business should . fering from chronic illnesses can year. There may be difficulties in time. If you are born in 1979, take a health exam to make sure
expect an unexpectedly swift the beginning for those born in work hard and you can gain _your liver and lungs are working
make plans well in advance, and.
in
their
health. 1978, but things will tum out excellent results. For those born well.
.avoid making rash moves. Hard recovery
Youngsters should not indulge in well in the end. Head-strong in 1943, there will be opportuni- LOVE and FAMILY Monkeys
work and determination will be
rewarded. If you were born in too many wild and fun-seeking Horses can seem a bit arrogant ties to work in foreign countries, born in 1932 will be loved and
sometimes. If you were born in MONEY Fortune in money is respected by family. There may
1975 this year is well suited for events.
travelling, studying and working LOVE and FAMILY Singles will 1966, don't act rashly. It's better fair. Avoid gambling, and don't be troubled waters in love relafind their popularity rising this to keep a low profile and build get involved in high risk invest- tionships for monkeys born in
overseas - you 'may even get a
promotion. Born in 1987? You year. Those born in the year 1976 your base for the first six months merits, particularly for those born 1956. Married people may have
have to study hard this year - but will find their love lives blos- _ but by the end of the year your in 1955. But if you were born in arguments with partners over
if youdo, you.stand to gain top, soming and reaching greater fortune will improve. Great news 1943, money luck is shining on minor issues - especially if you
heights. However, do not "fall
those born in 1942 - this may you. This will be' a profitable we!"e-bom in 1986 (trynot to be
marks;
blindly in love - especially if you be the year to put long-term plans year for you.
arrogant during arguments, it
MONEY Not a good year for
high-risk investment or gambling were born in 1940. Your relation- into action; and make your HEALTH Avoid going to places may only make matters worse!).
ships may get complicated, so dreams come true!
with high pollution. If you were Singles should get out and enjoy
- especially if you were born in
choose your partners wisely. WORK It's a slow start but hard born in 1931, beware of lots of social activities. Don't let
1951. You may feel like nothing
is going according to plan, but Born in 1964? You'll enjoy a work and perseverance will help headaches, nasal and liver prob- first impressions get in the way happy family life this year.
. you overcome these temporary lems. Watch what you eat _ food". look beneath the surface and you
keeping calm in the midst of difproblems. Horses born in 1990 poisoning may result in more may find your perfect partner.
ficulties will stay you on good Compatible love partners
will do very well in studies this serious intestinal problems. Compatible love partners : Rat,
ground - don't put all your eggs Monkey, Snake, Rooster, Pig
year. For those born in 1954, Young Goats born in 1991 should Dragon, Snake
Not compatible in love: Dog
in one basket.
business will boom - but don't watch out for sharp objects and Not compatible in love: Tiger
HEALTH Make time for rest. Compatible in business
Monkey, Snake, Rooster
neglect advice from experts and water.
Compatible in business: Dragon
Rabbits tend to bottle", up their
LOVE and FAMILY Married
those with experience.
feelings. Learn to share your
SNAKE
ROOSTER
MONEY Investments will reap couples may find themselves easemotions with your family. Ifyou
profits for those born in 1942, but ily engaged in tiffs over minor
were born in 1927, you should
cut down on long working hours. Phew! A better year then the last. if you were born in 1930, issues. There are many opportu- The road ahead is filled with
Those born in 1939 must be care- For those born in the year 1977, finances are limited, so keep a nities for single Goats to enjoy unexpected twists and turns.
despite frequent obstacles in careful rein on your spending. new romances. Those born in There appears to be an unlucky
ful of accidents.
LOVE and FAMILY Married most endeavours, you can reach F or those born in 1954, there 1979 should be patient if you star over Roosters this year - the
rabbits will enjoy a stable rela- a new peak if you work hard- may be potential financial loss have not yet met a suitable part- Tai Sui star. At times a project
tionship. Singles will' find oppor- without slacking and be flexible toward the end of the year. Do nero Everything will happen in which is close to completion may
be hindered at the last minute,
tunities to meet people with sim- . in accepting new situations. Bad not boast about your wealth, or good time.
Compatible love partners
with something needing to be
ilar interests - and even establish relationships with peers - or with you may be robbed.
changed. If you're a married
steady relationships. But be care- family members and neighbours, HEALTH Horses tend to love Horse, Pig, Rabbit
female Rooster, the domestic
ful to guard your heart, as the in the case of those born in 1941 junk food - and this year you will Not compatible in love : Ox
relationship may be just as quick - can have adverse effects on be very tempted to overeat or . Compatible in business : Rabbit, routine may get you down this
drink. Although your health will Goat
year. Those born in 1969 should
to end. Young female rabbits may your financial fortune.
WORK This is not the right time be generally good this year, try to
beware of rumours - they can
meet potential partners.
cause business failures. The best
MONKEY
Compatible love partners : Goat, .to change jobs or .pursue new eat more healthily - you may stop
careers. Be careful not to over- being a sleek Horse and become
thing you can do is to stay calm
Dog, Pig, Snake
Not compatible in love: Rooster spend or you may incur Iosses. a plump pony! Those born in This is a year of fortune for you. and make time to de-stress by
Compati bleBusiness You may also be under a lot of 1954 must watch your liquor But there may still be a few . doing your own thing".' Try a
pressure. However, Snakes born intake.
tricky moments - particularly in relaxing new hobby.. Spend time
Relationship : Goat, Pig
in 1965 are the exception - your LOVE and FAMILY Married relationships. Monkeys are with friends - and above all, stop
career appears to be well under hoses will enjoy a harmonious always looking for new<chances worrying. One in a thousand
DRAGON
control, and will reap rich relationship - and if you were to shine, but be careful not to get roosters will have a fantastically
rewards. Just keep business- born in 1930 there may be a too caught up with temporary successful year. Could you be
Good news - your fortune will
related secrets to yourself as happy event in your family. success. Pride comes before a -that one?
improve and remain stable this
these secrets can develop into Single Horses will have plenty of J(l!l.-s..o_dQg:tJ~1..Your success get WORK. The road ahead is
.year~ Lucky --stars-appear-to
-career --Ol'portUnltles-~for- ---diances .to meet newfriends. IT- into your head. You need to stay rugged. For thosebornin 1945; it
accompany you throughout the
you. Younger snakes born in you were born in 1978, your love sensible this year to do well. This may seem that often wishes don't
year so your plans will work out
1989 lack concentration this year life will boom! This is a good is especially true for those born come true. But keep calm and
well. All is peaceful -at home,
and may not want to study - but year for single horses to get mar- in 1980. You will do well in your stick to your goal, and there will
especially if you were born in try to keep up with your school- Tied.
studies, but avoid being too arr0- be good results later in the year. '
1928 - you'll be respected by mates.
Compatible love partners : Dog, gant about your good grades.
Be very careful if you were born
your children and grandchildren. MONEY There will be a stable Goat, Rooster of':-'.
WORK Try not to be reckless in' 1933 - people may take advan.. . ... ..
. .. .. ... ... ... . . .. .. . .. . :: _... . . ...
Happy Lunar New Year! _Yes, it
is the year of the dragon, and that
does mean wonderful things for
everyone- or does it? Read on
and find out!
Again, if you don't know what
your animal is by now... sigh...
go find an Asian (not hard to do!)
and make a friend.
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Movie
Reviews

Rear Window: A Classic Revisited
Alfred Hitchcock's
Rear Window
Universal Studios
by Kin Ping Koo

.
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If you are a Junior, Sophomore or Freshman,
and you call write, draw, photograph or have
com.puter graphic skills, join Lexicon 2000.
Contact, Jose Olivet-a, Office of Student Life,
15] 2/360 Park Avenue South, 212.802.6775_

First Meeting will be ()D Thursday, February
17 @ 1:00 PM, 1539 1360 Park Avenue South.

-xtcon 2000
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"Mothing sbort of

The restoration of 1954's Rear Window
has brought another' element into
Hitchcock's already tantalizing film.
The chromatic brilliance of Hitchcock's
original vision for the film, from the
great artificial sunsets over the
'Greenwich
Village' sets to
the purity of the
who he thinks is too
blacks and whites
perfect for him
of
Kelly's
heightens h is every
wardrobe to the
emotion
as
he
luminous quality
obsesses over the
of her close-ups,
neighbors instead of
dealing with his
has been restored
own life.
by Robert A.
L.B.'s
Harris and James
every emotion is
C. Katz, and prefelt in this windy
A
pivotal
scene
from
the
movie
served for years
emotional
roller
to come.
coaster thriller that
,
raises issues of ethics and social expecRear Window delivers the suspense
tations.
that on Iy Hitchcock can produce. The
This restored version of Rear Window
directing brings the simmering plot of a
will be showing at Film Forum, 209
man confined to his apartment with a
West Houston St., until February 10,
broken leg who spends his days channel
2000, kicking off a national re-release.
surfing his neighbors' windows into a
boil that culminates as a tense, seat grip,.,.'
ping thriller.
<~>I.:':':" "
It starts innocently enough. Set in the
::".
.
:
'
.
'.:t..
:""""
Village; L.B. Jeffries (James Stewart)
." .
sits by his window that faces the back of
8,.~ 'h,
a group of other apartments, affording
/"
him a clear view of the lives of his
neighbors. He gives them nicknames
such as M iss Lonely Heart for a woman
caught having an imaginary date in her
apartment, Miss Torso the dancer, and
Miss Hearing Aids the sculptor. One
day he observes suspicious behavior
from the apartment of a frequently bickering couple and becomes convinced
that homicide has reared its ugly head.
This plot can be recognized from an

/;

"frenetically creative and

B.lllIlRT."
_Bwme

APHRoi),s,Ac

episode in the ever cultural The
Simpsons, when Bart broke his leg and
took to spying on his neighbors. Bart
thought Flanders killed his wife but it
turned out he had destroyed' a plant
·instead. Was it that innocent in Rear
Window?
Not quite. As the mystery unravels the
audience also learns more about the pro.tagonist's life. The love story subline
parallels the unfolding .murder mystery.
His hesitancy to commit to Lisa
Fremont,
the
--- ,-. - _. ~~ -- uptown-'- -socialite

HilARIOUS!"
-SHUll JUSlIfSS

IN NEW YORK.C:iV<;O"C'i
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The Big Tease:

A

Big Waste Of
Time
WarnerBrothers

By Henry Vysotsky
Good comedies come along once in a
blue moon. And the night I went to see
The Big Tease, the blue moon was
nowhere to be seen. Nonetheless, I
chose to be optimistic and took my seat
in the screening room, hoping to see, at
the- very least, a decent and entertaining
comedy. Instead, I wound up sitting
through about an hour and a half's worth
of nonsense.
Craig Ferguson stars as Crawford
Mackenzie, Glasgow's finest hairdresser
who comes to Los Angeles to compete
for the Platinum Scissors Award. Soon
after he arrives however, Crawford discovers that he misinterpreted the invitation, which in (act was merely an invitation to attend and watch. Crawford
becomes determined to enter the competition whatever it takes, including finding a sponsor and at least one day of
work in L.A. as a hairdresser.
If you're still reading, it's probably
only because you know Ferguson as Mr.
Wick on the loathsome "Drew 'why-hasn't-it-been-cancelled-yet?' Carey Show,"
and you believe him to be one of the
show's less offensive characters.
Unfortunately, Ferguson's Crawford
doesn't so much resemble a Scot as he
does a Guido with a Scottish accent,
which by the way is pretty convincing.
He mumbles through about half of his
lines, making indiscernible what for all
we know could actually have been
funny phrases. Very naive, always confused, constantly mumbling, and

dressed like a pimp from the 80's,
Crawford looks like something Ralph
Macchio would be playing if he were
still making movies.
To document his trip and what he is
confident will be his victory at the hairdresser competition, Crawford tags
along a British film crew, which turns
out to be both a blessing and a curse for
the movie.
The blessing part comes
from British actor Chris Langham, who
plays Martin, the. documentary interviewer/director. Martin is a delightful
geek, the kind of guy people often make
fun of in high school, nervous and a little strange but quite friendly. On the
other hand, some of the film was shot
from the perspective of the film crew, so
many of the scenes end with snapshots
of Crawford. Eventually this attempt at
originality becomes rather pointless and
annoy mg.
The film's biggest flaw is the jokes,
which simply aren't funny. The Big
Tease does have its moments (all three
or four of them) but this is still not worth
your time or money. The film also suffers from bad cliches: after Crawford
and Martin arrive at the L,A. airport,
they catch a ride to the hotel with a local
limo driver/hustler, who upon discovering that there is a documentary director
in his car begins to push his ridiculous
ideas for a movie script that he's been
working on. Neither original nor funny,
scenes like this are bound to leave the
viewers unimpressed. The Big Tease
tries hard to .make fun of Hollywood.
but it cannot help drowning in its own
cliches and ultimately ends up as a
mockery of itself.
Occasional appearances by various
skimpily-clad girls will provide little
consolation to those who decide to
spend their money on this movie rather
than purchase a copy of the Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. And celebrity cameos by Drew Carey and Dav id
Hasselhoff (all playing themselves)
don't make this film any better. The Big
Tease does have one thing going for it
besides the aforementioned Langham::
only about 90 minutes in length, this
fi1m is not long enough to actually make
you pass out.
In short, hair today, gone tomorrow.
But if you still want to give The Big
Tease a chance, I suggest waiting until
it's out on video. Which won't be long.
because theatres will drop this one faster
than you can_ .say "The Big Waste of
$9.50." You read it here first.
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First New York, 'Then The World!
By Jon Minners
The WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION has taken over New York. See
the action, hear the music, feel the
excitement. There's so much action for
fans to sink their teeth into, and now the
WWF has some food for that, as well.
On January 18, the WWF officially
opened their restaurant in Times Square,
aptly called WWF New York.
Crowds of fans gathered at the new
restaurant in hopes of getting a glimpse
of their favorite stars as they made their
way through the doors and into a
wrestling fan's dream.
The crowd was huge; so huge that fans
waiting for several hours had to be
turned away. It was a VIP-only night,
and those lucky enough to get inside
received a treat as most of the WWF
stars made an appearance, which also
included a special performance from
Sugar Ray.
It was one incredible night, capping

off a tremendous week of restaurant
happenings. The stars were ready to
shine. and WWF owner. VINCE
MCMAHON wasn't going to stop until
he made sure his new business venture
was a success.
One of the first promotional events at
the restaurant since the opening was
WWF Divas day. Fans had an opportunity to get the autographs of some of
their favorite WWF female stars. But
the WWF would not stop there. They
had a weekend of action planned. On
January 23. the WWF would present the
Royal Rumble at Madison Square
Garden. The WWF restaurant was the

perfect place to promote the event.
Entering the restaurant, one has to be
impressed by the setup.
Entering
through the WWF shopping area,
patrons did not have to stand on line in
the cold as they awaited a table. Instead,
they had the opportunity to buy their
favorite wrestler's merchandise including T-shirts, hats, toys, videos, and
drinking bottles. Already own all your
favorite stars' merchandise?
Well,
maybe you'd like to playa wide variety
of video games while you wait. Yes, the
WWF restaurant also sports a miniarcade where kids of all ages crowd
around and test their ski lis against the
computer or a friend. Everything was
there, from pinball games to the obvious
fighting games, and finally, the everpopular racing games.
Finished with all that? Well, step on
up to the line and wait to be served. The
line moves pretty quick and when you
give your name and number of people
eating, they hand you a cool beeper
device that vibrates and lights up when
it is your turn to be seated. The device
even talks to you. Pretty cool. The wait
itself is said to be an hour, but it is much
faster than that. Sitting on one of the
most comfortable leather couches while
you wait is a tremendous luxury. The
WWF knows how to treat their customers. In about 25 minutes, a table for
five was set up and it was time to eat.
The restaurant is pretty loud as rap,
dance, and techno shake the room. It is
a little hard to hear people, but the
atmosphere fits perfectly with the loud,
tough, and big world of professional
wrestling. Over twenty screens play
various wrestling matches, the Knicks

enough seating. Others questionedtioned whether this new restaurant could
last. Those detractors would have
changed their minds when they saw the
evidence, first hand.
It
appears
to me that
theWWF
restaurant
is in it for
the long
haul. The

game and other sporting events. Forget
about that. Those screens are hardly
noticeable when looking at the over 20-

you eat. With the influx of WWF books,
r
the idea' of book signings being held at
the restaurant is highly plausib;;' The
possibilities are endless. Press conferences, chairty events, you name it, the

pOSSI-

-,

Sugar Ray performs live at the grand opening of the new WWF Restaurant.

bilites are
endless.
Besides
s tar s
coming to
greet the
fans, and
special
screenings
of
pay-perv i oew s

foot television screen in the stage area,
where Sugar Ray performed live only a
few nights before. Watching the BritishBulldog battle The Rock was a tremendous site. Made you wonder why you
ever watched wrestling on your 22-inch.
The restaurant definitely was for the
wrestling fan. There was no question
about that. Still, there have been many
theme restaurants in the past that were
great with the glitz, and sad with the
food. WWF New York was not one of
those places.
The excellent service brought down
some food of he-man proportion. A
huge 10 oz. cheeseburger with bacon

and tele-

Special Report: The WWF Announces
New Football League

_.

Vince McMahon held a press conference at the WWF
Restuarar-t here in Manhattan, on February 4. The major news of
the day was the announcement of a brand new football league
that .will play games after the NFL holds the Super Bowl. This
league is said to be more along the lines of old style football,
where there weren't so many rules and regulations. One of the
cities to have a team in this football league is New York. No word
on where the games will be broadcast or what kind of differences
will occur, but the league is looing at a starting date of 2001

'.

•

This fan got a chance to pose with some of the
WWF women. Lucky bastard.

VISIon

shows, this new restaurant has the makings of an entertainment paradise.
Sugar Ray's perfonnacnce alone suggests that the WWF could hold other
concerts on their center stage. How
about the possibility of bringing a ring
in there and watching a live match while

WWF ~i11 probably do it. All this and
good food.
Like it or not, it looks as if the WWF
will be around for a long time to come.
WWF New York. has taken the city by
storm. There goes the neighborhood.

The Rock is wondering why
you haven't bought his
book yet. The Rock would
also like to know why you
haven't gotten off your
candy ass to write for the
Asylum. You have three
seconds•••and The Rock

a pen and pad and start to
work.

----
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Fairy Tales Get A Whole New Look
Welcome to the year
of the Dragon!
Nightlife is fierce as
ever, especially
down in Miami.
Shout outs to my
"funky funky" crew,
and kickin clubs like Crobar and Goddess! Any of you going down to
Florida, the nightlife in Miami is so splendid... Tampa's new club down
in Ybor City, Amphitheater, features a rotating dance floor but the bass is
just a little too much... mind blowing inard shaking chaos! I have to say
the music scene is a lot more progressive and Euro than it is in NYC but
of course you can find anything here if you look hard enough. I'll bring
you that in future. Tonight however, we have hip shaking fun .

f

ator of the Mermaid
Saga. She is at the
forefront of the manga
scene with such hits as
Ranma 1/2, Maison
Ikoku, and a story I
reviewed in
these
pages, U retsi Yatsura,
or Lum. It was a nobrainer to review Lurn.
Takahashi's reputation
made it easy for me to
decide to review it.
Once again, I liked the
story, this time for the
adventure and the
humor involved.
It
was a great read, a fast
read at that, and an
exciting one as well.
Inu- Yasha is the latest work from this
famed author. It was a
no-brainer to review
this story. as well.
Dubbed a feudal fairy
tale, I knew that I was
going to be in for
something cool. I was
Kagome treats an ailing Inu-Yasha in a
right.
Rumiko
scene depicted from the Manga.
Takahash i shows her
diversity once again by
Last year, I had a problem reading
combining different elements from sevThe Mermaid Saga. I thought it would
eral of her other hits, and therefore, crebe a girl's book, and I wouldn't beinterating another masterpiece.
ested in it. I was wrong. I enjoyed the
Inu- Yasha is somewhat dark, somedark nature of the story. The gothic elewhat funny, and a fast, fun read. It conments made for an interesting. non-cartains the gothic elements, with nasty
toonish read.
creatures aile! demons, which made the
RUMIKO TAKAHASHI is the ere-

The story continues as the artifact is
sliced into many pieces and vanquished
all over the land. Inu-Yasha must team
with Kagome to fmd the pieces and stop
other creatures from using them. Their
relationship grows and takes new twists
and turns as they meet new people and
the story progresses.
Inu-Yasha is exciting. I have currently read four of the books, and am awaiting the fifth one. Each story contains
different elements that make it great.
Sometimes they are funny, but one
about a ghost angry about her death, and
revengeful because of it, -'as downright
sad.
As of right now, Irru-Yasha is not being
translated into a television series, but
past Rumiko Takahashi stories have not
been good on the screen, so this could
be a good thing. The best way to enjoy
her work is to read it.. and if vou've liked
any of her older work, you'll love this.
If you've never read any of her work,
Inu-Yasha is a perfect place to start.
You'Il never look at fairy tales the same
way, agam.

Mermaid Saga so cool. Combined with
the adventure and romance that made
Lurn so cool, makes this story an all
around hit.
The story focuses on Kagome, a young
girl who lives at a shrine doused in mystical legend. So tired of her grandfather's stories of the legends attached to
everything, she begins to Ignore them.
Her lack of belief in these legends
leads to problems when a creature
attacks her and her brother at the BoneEater's Well house near the shrine.
Falling into the well, she suddenly finds
herself in feudal Japan.
The creature
...
follows her there and Kagome's only
hope to stop the creature is to free the
half-demon, Inu- Yasha. He has been
stuck to a tree by a magical arrow shot
at him by one of Kagome's ancestors;
one that looks just like her.
Inu- Yasha kills the creature, and
attacks Kagome in an attempt to steal
from her a mystical artifact given to her
by her grandfather. The artifact multiplies the demon's powers to their full
potential, and Inu- Yasha wants it, has
hunted for it. and will stop at nothing
until he gets it.

Latin Quarter
2551 Broadway at 96th St.
Thursday nights, ladies are free all night and gentlemen are in free before midnight.
The green awning simply states Latin Quarter- nothing flashy or extravagant and that's
a fair harbinger of what's to come. After heading upstairs, there are two paths to take.
To the right or to the left?
Since the left was noisy I headed that way. Greeting me was a main dance room where
salsa and meringue couples were whirling around the floor. Shake your booty off to a
OJ and a live performer, If you're partnerless don't worry, there are plenty of solo people there who will ask you to dance or for you to ask. I had a blast learning how to salsa,
but after getting spun silly I decided to head towards the other room.
The Cabaret room, which is actually separated from the main room by a removable
wall, pumps more traditional club music mixed with spanish rock. I had more fun in
this room since there were a more impressive variety of dancers, but the televisions hung
up around the dance fl.oor felt out of place and a tad distracting.
.The men were not too skanky, the women were scantily clad, the bathrooms scuzzy
but overall, it's a fun place. Well worth your nonmoney. Just one bit of advice- do not
order red wine. If you do, be sure to specify exactly what you want or you'll get a disgustingly cheap brand.

J

-'
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Latin Quarter is 21 and over: prices varying on a nightly basis. Call 212.864.7600 for
the 411, and check out www.SalsaNewYork.com as well.

And the Beat Goes on
I recently received the second installment of Harlem Beat. and while I liked

out in terms of his character. As the
story goes on. the reader starts to realize
the first one. the second one immediatewho Shoe reallv is. But whv is he hidly tops it in terms of excitement and
ing his identity?
Harlem Beat #2 is an intense graphic
overall adrenaline pumping action.
Nate Torres continues his quest to get
novel filled with more action than the
past his nature of quitting before he can
first. This can only get even better as
get good at something. Practicing until
the tournament kicks into high gear in
the soles on his sneakers bum out,
the third installment. This issue is a litTorres stops at nothing to improve his
tie more mature in terms of comic stogame of basketball.
ries, as sexual themes are introduced.
His feelings for Mizz are further
But all that takes a backseat to basketexplored in this book. As you may
ball. I can't.get over the fact that I have
remem ber from
a story to read about m
the review of
favorite sport.
I
the first book,
haven't been this happy
M izz is the bassince the movie, Above
ketball queen.
the Rim opened up sevShe knows the
eral years ago.
value of pracThere '5 a reason to be
tice, and Nate's
happy. Nate's practices
intensity level
show an unwillingness
has piqued her
to quit. The message is
interest.
~
. conveyed quite nicely.
Their team- Who is this mysterious Person? Those practices serimate, Kyte is
ously
pump
your
still trying to understand the rules of
adrenaline up and give you a craving for
basketball. It's hard to get the rules
the game. The actual games themselves
down when you see that showboating
further this craving as Nate and the gang
seems to bring the girls around.
gets closer to their dream. The only
Showboating may get Kyle girls, but he
catch is that their first fmals game is
soon realizes that it won't get him a vi~
against Three-Slam, the odds on favorite
tory.
•
to win the whole tournament. Only
Together, these three unite in a strugthree men have ever scored on Threegle to achieve victory in a three-on-three
Slam. Luckily for this team, Nate, Kyle
tournament that will give them bragging
and the new kid are the tl.ree people.
rights in the game of street hoops. Their
The ultimate showdown is in place.
struggle takes a tum for the better as a
Can Nate and his team beat Threefourth member is added to the team.
Slam? You'll have to buy the series to
Even the mysterious Shoe of the ·Iegfind out.
endary team, Three-Slam, gets fleshed
~

~
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If this was color, you wou·let
see how blue I have been since
they cancelled my show.
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Tuesday, February 15th, 2000
12:]5-1:45 PM
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
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ODE TO MY'LOVE,
MINNIE

Just the rr'wo

By Karl D. Boulware

To My Valentine Soulmate Ming
Chan...
By:Kiro Senior Staff Warrior

......

It only begins with only 3 special
kindred
Words from 2 eternal entwined
hearts,
"I Love You •.•"
Across a magnificent rainbow
horizon,
A Kaleidoscope of Tu
Gallantly line up acr "
chapel
,
Surrounded by lush "
A Victorian Orchest
dred began to play.
There she appeared,
cent earth angel.
Silky strands of Su
across her
Fine porcelain fac.("
tened under
A sea of blue ros,=s'~ ",
Under a gentle . "
blossoms,
,
Her unforgett
s more
:s::.... •
Beautiful than"
mg
across a
Delicate new
The Tuxedo ,
bridesmaids :
Bowed as she'
altar
With her pri
He looked in
fawn like ey
And he pro:
love vows to.:
~~I have sea
nights for s
Who was lOis
and soul,
1 then found
You are the c
guided
Me through
days.
Your tender
Gave me a pi
Your eyes ar
own soul.
Your beauty
taking
Than a tho
And you ar'
every desir
When you
catch you .• ~
When you
with you ..•
When you
you ...

And when you are lonely,
1 will be there to embrace you ••.
I adore everything tbat you are
and
Everything thing tbat you will
become.
1 love you Ming."
(He gently places a gold ring
upon her laced finger)
As angelic tears filled her starry
eyes,
She began to announce her love to
him •.•
"When you embrace me,
My heart only beats for tbee •.•
I will always be there in your
times
Of dispair and need ••.
My endless love for you can only
be measured '~':-:"
By the bapp~"'::
me...
You see with'
Not witb yo
I am foreve
s you are forever mine••
(She gentl
balo
from his h
otber balf "
together an
with a single
kiss••.
The small lit
t of a little
glow
~t .
ed,
and a new r
She gently ,
g upon his
finger as she
looked into h'"
His steel wi .
small butter
And tben e
satin wings.
As he looke
eyes,
His wings s
they kissed
Friends of I
eered,
While fa
~,cried out of
joy.
And LiI'
them.
After an et
They both
each other's
eyes, and
"I do..• n .
A dove
with
A rain 'w of 0
graced::' 'cross
The thr:eshold
Wedding.
And they lived
after •.•

My love you ask, why do I love
you?
Because you are sweeter than a
summer peach,
Ripened to perfection,
Tender,
Sweet
Because you have the beauty of a
classic kind
Outer and inner,
Strength and character,
A positive role model
For the 21 st century
Our time spent together
Is like a summers dusk,
Tranquil,
Natural
My thoughts already on our next
moments together
My love for you is stronger than
Titanic anchor links,
Not even the mighty sea can sway
me!
Our romance is on an iceberg
scale,
Destruction to all who ignore it
You are the most pure thing in my
life,
A throwback,
- A classic
I see things in you that don't matter to most nowadays,
Kindness,
Innocence,
My lovely princess is the world to
me
And everything in it
Happy Valentines Day
I love you with all my heart

NYU offers focused!J intensive GMAT. GRE~ and LSAT preparatlon_
We also offer education ao-visement, and- catcuIus and-statistics
courses to help you apply and. get into the school of your choice..

fOB - -

•

Phone: 212-998-7062
•
E-mail: advice.scps@ nyu"edu
Website: ~"scns¥ny~-~_edu
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Kin Ping Koo

Although it's only 2% of our body weight, the brain uses 20% of all oxygen
we breathe, 20% of the calories we take in, and 15% of the body's blood
supply.

ACROSS

66

69

Movie theater chain
Circus founder
Barnum
Laugh

70

Sherman Act to bust up

68

1

4
10
14
16
17
18
19
20
22

Write for the Asylum. Get free CDs.
movie passes, and oh yeah, the feeling
of complete satisfaction when you see
something you worked so hard on in
print.

R
•
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23

25
26

27
28
33
34
36

To write for the
Asylum, come to
room 1522 in the
360 building and
ask for Kin Ping or
Jon Minners. You
can also send an
e-mail to the
Asylum at
~

37
38
40
42
44
45
49

51
52

53
55

Book of the Bible, man who
suffered enormously for the
Lord
Mulder' s partner
J" _
clothing catalog
Eve S partner
Singer
Davis
dent, dental assistance
for the elderly
D drives
Greek letter N
Hill
Go fly a _ _
I

Claire and Curie
Where my girls _ ?
Hershey Park state, abbrev.
It is, en espanol
R, Q, 4, 5, or 6
Blue bird is the bird of this
state, abbrev.
the Hun
Blood vessel on the left side of
the heart
& Barrel
Scott Wolf's Party of Five
character
Christian group _
of Clay
Social refreshers Ben &
Out 's opposite
Author of Homage to
Catalonia
One hit wonder "How Bizarre"
group
Giants great Taylor
"Want"'s more drastic form
Smoggy city
Stop color

~56 ~popurarolOJeOIiS

Until then, Peace...

58

Model Carol,_ _

60

Wong in Mulan
Jughead' s portner
Brief self descriptions

61
64
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~.bO(ll Of'Contin~UlS and
Pn~f~~onaJ Snldics
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42

43
46
47

monopo4fe$

73
74
75
76
77

_
Rex of the complex
satin is stain
Mancini s occupation on
Melrose Place
Gym class
James Cameron s winner

48

49

I

50

54
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DOWN
1

2

31

32
---34

35
37
39
41

57
59
62

They went up a hill
Strange occurance
Simpson
State of redwoods
Forearm bone
and Hardy
Hi~hway divisions, abbrev.

3
5
6
7
8
9 '~'sIvy
10 Brains of the computer
11 Psychologists' familiar term
for ink blots
12 23rd St F line stop
13 What losers don't do
15 Three Stooge
21 Dancing dynamo Fred
23 Groening of the Simpsons
24 Model Rosselini
26 Parental meetings at school
29 _ _ poly bird in Dahl's The
30

Independent computer
systems company founded in
1982
Even' s partner
What miracle bras do
are the champions
Wood or Burns
Mystical circle

63
65

67
68

71
72

Snake haired woman
Saint caught up in the
persecutions conducted under
Emperor Trajanus Decius of
Rome
NBC doctor show
Giant
Dip and_
meets West
Collections of cartoons, or
group sex with an I
Cash dispenser
Peas' home
Tit f o r _
United Reformed Church
abbreviated

....

Answers from last issue's crossword
9

S

Twits
_ & Barrel
Infomercial company
In-finn-_ _
Union of Canada, Mexico, and ~~;;.,
the USA, abbrev.
Deliberate-fires -- ~ ~ -~----~
That is
Honda's version of an SUV,
Little Rock's state, abbrev.
Aardvark
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rtJCh
College

Blood"Drive

Thurs., March 2, 2000

9:30 am 3:00 pm

Room 1542
360 Park Avenue So.
To schedule an appointment
Clip the coupon below.
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Name
Address

:

Blood Drive
Area Code + Phone

()

:

~ooOO

Thurs., March 2, 2000

Appointment Times:

9:30 am -- 3:00 pm

~~:

(every lS mins.)

Third Choice:

Retum to:
SOriJch-COltege Student We, Room 1512, 360 PAS, Box F-1S12, 802-6770
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I
I
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~---------------------------~-----------~
Register online @ www.scsu.ba~uch.cuny.edu
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